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0.) An overview of the presentation

- focus of the presentation:

• one particular lexicon project:

the “Dictionaries of Linguistics and Communication Science”

• in German: 

“Wörterbücher zur Sprach- und Kommunikationswissenschaft”

• abbreviated as “WSK”

- central question:

• How is maximal coherence aimed at in the WSK project? 
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0.) An overview of the presentation

- structure of the presentation:

(1) the WSK project – an overview 

(2) aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project
• concept of maximal coherence

• lexicographic features of WSK

• activities expected from editors & authors 

(3) maximal coherence in volume 1.2 on syntax
• WSK features in practice

• some facts, some criticism, some recommendations
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1.) The WSK project – an overview 
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1.) The WSK project – an overview 

- a milestone in the realms of dictionaries in German linguistics

- series editors: Prof. Herbert Ernst Wiegand (Heidelberg), Prof. 
Stefan Schierholz (Erlangen)

- publishers: de Gruyter

- built up on concise metalexicographic foundations (Wiegand)

- mainly a printed series of specialist dictionaries 

- also to appear as a CD-ROM as well as an online version

- linguistic content: all possible linguistic areas 

- volume structure: 25 autonomous volumes, each dealing with a 
specific terminological subfield of German linguistics

- 2 volume editors per volume
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1.) The WSK project – an overview 
- the 25 WSK volumes and their volume editors:

Vol. Theme Volume Editors
1 Grammar (two subvolumes: 1.1 

Morphology, 1.2 Syntax)
Christa Dürscheid, Stefan Schierholz

2 Word formation Peter O. Müller, Susan Olsen

3 Historical linguistics Mechthild Habermann, Markus Hundt

4 Phonetics and phonology Tracy Alan Hall, Bernd Pompino- 
Marschall

5 Writing Martin Neef, Rüdiger Weingarten

6 Text linguistics and stylistics Jannis Androutsopoulos, Stephan 
Habscheid

7 Language technology and 
computational linguistics

Ulrich Schmitz, Bernd Schröder

8 Areal linguistics Heiko Girnth, Peter Rosenberg
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1.) The WSK project – an overview 
- the 25 WSK volumes and their volume editors:

Vol. Theme Volume Editors
9 Quantitative and formal linguistics Peter Grzybek, Reinhard Köhler

10 Semantics and pragmatics Ralf Klabunde, Beatrice Primus

11 Linguistic theory and methodology Johannes Kabatek, Bernd Kortmann

12 Lexicology and phraseology Christiane Fellbaum, Ingo Warnke

13 Language typology Johannes Helmbrecht, Dagmar Jung

14 Cognitive Grammar Susanne Niemeier, Constanze 
Juchem-Grundmann

15 Philosophy of language Christoph Demmerling, Pirmin Stekeler- 
Weithofer

16 Language teaching: native and foreign 
language

Jörg Kilian, Jutta Rymarczyk
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1.) The WSK project – an overview 
- the 25 WSK volumes and their volume editors:

Vol. Theme Volume Editors
17 Clinical linguistics Christina Kauschke, Prisca Stenneken

18 Sociolinguistics and variational 
linguistics

Stephan Elspaß, Ekkehard Felder 

19 Onomastics Kirstin Casemir, Jürgen Udolph

20 Translational science Gerhard Budin, N. N.

21 Media sciences Christoph Bläsi, N. N.

22 Terminology science Rute Costa, N. N.

23 Lexicography and dictionary research Peter O. Müller, Stefan Schierholz

24 Language and interaction N. N.

25 Names of languages and varieties N. N. 
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1.) The WSK project – an overview 

- intended user groups: experts and learners

- lexicographic features of WSK:

• each volume = composite text, mainly with:

- systematic introduction

- alphabetical lemmata list (different kinds of articles)

• overall scope: 40,000 lemmata/linguistic terms (reference articles 
excluded)

• German & English as scientific language 

• use of an online editorial platform
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1.) The WSK project – an overview 

- WSK: opening a new chapter in the story of dictionaries & 
handbooks

- other dictionaries: 

• one-sided, not ample enough, German only

• lemmata quantities:

- Bußmann (2008): 2’374

- Abraham (1988): 2’672 

- Glück (2005): 4’004

- WSK: 40’000

- handbooks:

• not suitable for specific lemma search (e. g. HSK)

• no German and English as scientific languages (e. g. HSK)
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1.) The WSK project – an overview 

- time schedule of WSK project:

• WSK project initiated at the beginning of 2003:

- metalexicographic description (Wiegand/Schierholz)

- introduction of online editorial system & WSK handbook

- negotiation with series editors

• since then: 

- work for different volumes 

• at present:

- no volume published, volumes 1 and 5 in advanced stadium
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1.) The WSK project – an overview 

• first form of publication: eWSK

- start in January 2012

- online version of WSK

- initially: 50 exemplary articles from each volume

- growing continually until finished for printed / CD-ROM version

- advantage: full text search / hypertextuality
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1.) The WSK project – an overview 

- my own work:

• volume editors of volume 1 (“grammar”): Prof. Christa Dürscheid 
(Zurich) and Prof. Stefan Schierholz (Erlangen), close cooperation

• focus of Stefan Schierholz and his assistant, M. A. Michael Mann, 
mainly on subvolume 1.1 (“morphology”)

• focus of Christa Dürscheid mainly on subvolume 1.2 (“syntax”)

• my role:

- assistant of Christa Dürscheid with subvolume 1.2                    
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence                     
in the WSK project 
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- the concept of maximal coherence in a lexicon (my definition):

A lexicon that is maximally coherent…

... is (a) complete and uncontradicting (but without ignoring 
possible controversial aspects) in terms of information, knowledge 
or content, 

… is (b) clear and logical in terms of macro- as well as 
microstructural conceptualisation, 

… and has (c) a certain kind of macro-, micro- and mediostructure 
that is ideal for the target group of intended users.

(terminology according to Wiegand 2002; 2003; 2004)
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- the intended users of WSK dictionaries:

• different user groups in the field of German linguistics, mainly: 

(a) linguistic experts (academic instructors, university graduates)

checking/expanding knowledge

(b) learners in all linguistic disciplines 

acquiring linguistic knowledge

• WSK lexicon: work of reference and for learning

• international linguistic community use of German and English 
as scientific languages
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- central question I: 

• What are the requirements of a linguistic lexicon to be maximally 
coherent for the intended user groups? 
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- main lexicographic features for maximal coherence:

• content: as wide a range of linguistic knowledge as possible 

• structure: 

- information in portions digestible enough for both experts and 
learners short and concise articles (microstructure) 

- articles embedded into wider network of information units, 
including redundancy (macrostructure)

- embedding can be expressed by referential system 
(mediostructure)

• language: German & English
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- central question II:

• How close does the WSK lexicon project with its lexicographic 
features get to the ideal of maximal coherence for experts and 
learners? 

- preview:

• main features of the lexicographic structure of the WSK lexicon 

• activities expected from volume editors & authors
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- lexicographic concept of the WSK dictionaries laid out in:

• Schierholz/Wiegand (2004; 2006; 2007)

- metalexicographic basis of the WSK project (amongst other works 
by Wiegand):

• Wiegand (2002; 2003; 2004)
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- main features of the lexicographic structure of the WSK 
dictionaries concerning:

• macrostructure

• microstructure

• mediostructure

• some further aspects 
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- macrostructure of the lexicon (each volume):

• background:

- all relevant linguistic terms and their paradigmatic relationships

- paradigmatic relationships: hyponymic, hyperonymic, synonymic, 
antonymic, thematically adjacent 

• mapping of lemmata & relationships in WSK project:

- two-dimensional lemmata list of all articles 

- structuring as single or synopsis articles

- grouping of related articles as Netzausschnitte (NAs) 
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

main features of the lexicographic structure of the WSK lexicon 

- macrostructure of the lexicon (each volume):

• main article types: 

- single articles (German: ‘Einzelartikel’ EA)

- synopsis articles (German: ‘Synopseartikel’ SA)

• single article (EA): 

- treating a single terminological lemma

- describing a specific thematic aspect concisely 

- max. 4,000 signs
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- macrostructure of the lexicon (each volume):

• synopsis article (SA): 

- devoted to broader terms/to a whole thematic field

- containing larger chunks of knowledge

- max. 20,000 signs

• relationship between EA and SA:

- SA mostly in a hyperonymous relationship to several EAs

- SA = overview of thematic field treated in EAs

redundancy of information (important for maximal coherence)
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- macrostructure of the lexicon (each volume):

• the concept of Netzausschnitten (NAs):

- lemmata of a thematic field = bundled as Netzausschnitte (NAs) 

- NA not shown in lexicon, but in lemmata list

- helpful concept for editors/authors

- often: SA belonging to NA (identical terms); 

- e. g. NA “subordinate clause” with EAs and SA “subordinate 
clause” (overview article)

- NA1 can be part of wider thematic field (NA2 )

- expression of this:

SA of NA1 marked as being part of the wider thematic field (NA2 )
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- example: extract of the NA “subordinate clause” with the SA  
“subordinate clause”, also part of NA “sentence type”:

Type Lemma NA1 Source/Commentary

… … subordinate clause …

EA categorically variable sub. 
clause subordinate clause (IdS)

EA causal subordinate clause subordinate clause (Gl)

SA subordinate clause subordinate clause 2 NA: sentence type, 
subordinate clause

EA subordinate clause equivalent subordinate clause (D)

EA subordinate clause form subordinate clause (HB)

… … subordinate clause …
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- microstructure:

• synopsis and single articles with the same unitary format (i. e. text 
fields/article positions)

• example: EA “prepositional attribute” (“Präpositionalattribut”)
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- microstructure:

• synopsis and single articles with the same unitary format (i. e. text 
fields/article positions)

• example: EA “prepositional attribute” (“Präpositionalattribut)
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- microstructure: literature position

• each article: list of relevant secondary sources

• unitary format of bibliographic data:

- all secondary sources saved on online WSK database, checked 
by editors

- relevant sources linked with article by authors
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- mediostructure:

• i. e. reference to other articles

• position-bound method of indicating reference: 

- reference addresses are not in the explanation, but in a separate 
article position

- advantage in terms of use (reader: no disturbance by arrows, 
selective decision about use of references)

- advantage in terms of quality (author: more precision & 
deliberation when establishing references)
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- mediostructure:

• positions for synonyms, antonyms and general cross-reference

• another main instance guaranteeing maximal coherence:

- visibility of paradigmatic relationships between articles

- guiding user through articles
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- further lexicographic aspects (I): systematic introduction

• systematic introduction into the main issue of each volume

• particularly for learners: getting familiar with central aspects of the 
issue in question

• numbered sections/paragraphs

• cross-references from paragraphs to articles and vice-versa
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- further lexicographic aspects (II): reference articles 

• content: lemma name, referential address

• German: “Verweisartikel” (VA)

• function: leading to full EA or SA 

• e. g. terms consisting of more than one word with an unnatural 
word order (e. g. VA case, structural for EA structural case)

- further lexicographic aspects (III): polysemous articles

• combination of polysemous lemmata
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- WSK & scientific languages:

• first version of the WSK dictionaries in German

• two English article positions:

- lemma name

- short definition

• a full index of all German-English equivalents

• later version: full English translation of all volumes

• authors: articles can be written in English, translated into German 
by publishers 
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- activities expected from volume editors:

• establishing adequate lemmata list, ascribing status of lemmata

• bundling of lemmata into NAs (“Netzausschnitte”)

• finding potential authors, distributing lemmata wisely

• giving information about project, platform

• editing (mainly correcting) volume articles

• writing the systematic introduction

• establishing links between volumes
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2.) Aspects of maximal coherence in the WSK project

- activities expected from authors:

• content: 

- articles that are complete, objective, logical, consistent

- articles coherently embedded into thematic field(s)

• structure: 

- reference addresses in the cross-reference position

• style/register: 

- sober, non-narrative tone

• form:

- several features according to manual

• use of editorial platform (unitary format guarantee) 
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- example: editorial mask of the WSK article “stranden” (“stranding”):
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- example: editorial mask of the WSK article “stranden” (“stranding”):

• tabs/boxes:

article 

positions
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- example: editorial mask of the WSK article “stranden” (“stranding”):

• history
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- example: editorial mask of the WSK article “stranden” (“stranding”):

• “preview”-

button
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3.) Maximal coherence in volume 1.2: 
some facts, some criticism                           
– and some recommendations  
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3.) Maximal coherence in volume 1.2

- some facts concerning the editorial working procedure: 

• lemmata list of volume 1.2 on “syntax”:

- lemmata list with 1,800 single & synopsis articles

- 1,200 reference articles

- constant cooperation with lemmata list of volume 1.1 (several 
cross-references between the two sub-volumes)
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3.) Maximal coherence in volume 1.2

- some facts concerning the editorial working procedure: 

• search for authors:

- enough potential authors were looked for for several years

- a personal message by Noam Chomsky (☺), but  a decline, 
unfortunately ( )

- approx. 120 linguists from Germany, Austria and Switzerland, but 
also from countries worldwide

- database (excel file or similar) reasonable: 

information about all contacts, also to avoid contacting potential 
authors twice
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3.) Maximal coherence in volume 1.2

- some facts concerning the editorial working procedure: 

• cooperation with authors:

- distribution of lemmata according to preferences

- ideal: no fewer than 10 articles, at least one complete NA per 
author

- giving general information & instructions

- answering individual questions

- writing several general newsletters

- article correction and revision
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3.) Maximal coherence in volume 1.2

• aspects about article correction & revision:

- in connection with authors

- all articles seen twice by editors before publication

• microstructural correction of articles:

- article content: complete/objective 

- style/formal features: appropriate

- bibliographical sources: reasonable

- cross-references: adequate

• macrostructural correction of articles: 

- reasonable/coherent embedding into NA and in related thematic 
areas
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3.) Maximal coherence in volume 1.2

- lexicographic problem I: relatedness of lemmata

• fact: 

- relatedness of all lemmata (i. e. paradigmatic relationship)

• mapping in WSK project:

- two-dimensional lemmata list

• problems:

- not enough to show all kinds of relatedness between lemmata 
and NAs 

- not enough to show the completeness of the lemmata in a 
specific volume
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3.) Maximal coherence in volume 1.2

- lexicographic problem I: relatedness of lemmata

• recommendation (in addition to lemmata list):

- hierarchic tree diagram of all the lemmata and NA

• features: 

- overall hierarchy and all other kinds of relatedness           
(also: thematic proximity or distance) between articles and/or NA 
are made visible
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• visualisation: 
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3.) Maximal coherence in volume 1.2

- advantages of tree diagram for editors:

• visualisation of the overall structure of the volume

• visualisation of the paradigmatic relationships of the lemmata

• easier check of completeness of lemmata list

- volume 1.2: EA/SA phrase forgotten

• if information about authors is also included:

- easier to see how NA and/or articles were distributed

- easier to establish contact between authors
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3.) Maximal coherence in volume 1.2

- advantages of tree diagram for authors: 

• getting an impression of volume dimension

• getting a better idea of possible cross-references in their articles

• getting a better idea of possible contacts to other authors
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3.) Maximal coherence in volume 1.2

- lexicographic problem II: coherence within a thematic field (NA)

• maximum of coherence within a thematic field: 

- NA in question written by one single author; risk: one-sidedness

- NA split up and distributed among several authors, cooperation 
as authors’ collective 

• WSK volume 1.2: 

- a lot of NAs were shared between two or more authors
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3.) Maximal coherence in volume 1.2

• problematic aspect: 

- authors sharing NA not always informed by editors

- e-mail addresses only available via editors

- uncertainty: authors recognizing each other (lemmata list, 
platform), previewing articles, contacting each other?

• recommendation for editors: 

active organisation of authors’ collectives by:

- informing authors about fact

- providing contact data of authors’ collective
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3.) Maximal coherence in volume 1.2

- lexicographic problem III: coherence between thematic fields

• central question: 

How can maximal coherence between thematic fields be 
achieved?

• possibilities in volume 1.2:

- authors: option of “preview”-button: authors can read articles in 
adjacent thematic fields & be influenced in their writing

- editors: encouraging authors to read other articles

- wishful thinking: authors discussing about each other’s articles, 
even if writing in adjacent thematic fields cooperative writing
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3.) Maximal coherence in volume 1.2

- lexicographic problem III: coherence between thematic fields

• problem: 

- contact options restricted 

• general recommendation for series editors:

- dictionary & author overview via tree diagram

- simplifying communication between authors in general

• possible strategies:

- making authors’ e-mail addresses available more easily

- implementing additional forms of communication into editorial 
system (i. e. short message/chat function)
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4.) Some concluding comments
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4.) Some concluding comments

- title question: 

“Is maximal coherence in a specialist dictionary possible?”

- focus of presentation:

• concept of maximal coherence as ideal

• general lexicographic features of WSK dictionary project 

attempt at getting from diversity (i. e. conceptualisation & 
performance) to harmony (i. e. maximal coherence)

• specific facts/criticism/recommendations on basis of concrete work 
in volume 1.2 

basis for forthcoming WSK volumes or similar projects

attempt at getting closer to maximal coherence
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4.) Some concluding comments

- publication: 

• brochure portraying some exemplary WSK articles

- authorship:

• several volume editors still looking for potential authors

• contact via WSK website (http://www.wsk.uni-erlangen.de)

Contribute to bringing a lexicon project aiming at maximal 
coherence from theory to practice!

- handout: 

• Please help yourselves to a copy of it!
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Thank you very much for your attention.  
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